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1. The existing social and political system in France in the end of 

the Eighteenth century was called Ancien Regime. The social 
and economic foundation of the French society was feudal and it 
was autocratic regime. 

2. The philosophers like Montesquieu, Voltaire and Rousseau 
attacked the power and influence of the clergy and church 
authorities and thus inspired French Revolution. 

3. The first two Estates were the privileged classes. They owned 
large tracts of lands and did not pay taxes. They lived at the 
expense of the Third Estate who bore the entire burden of 
taxation. 

4. The king reinforced autocratic monarchy by centralising power 
in his hands. He claimed divine rights which left no scope for 
people’s participation in governance. The king was not 
concerned about the welfare of the French people. He appointed 
many corrupted and selfish officials and sent many soldiers in 
American War where many soldiers lost their lives. 

5. On 17th June, 1789, members in the Third Estate, in a 
revolutionary move declared themselves as a national Movement 



for the sake of their representation, thus marking the beginning 
of French Revolution. 

6.   On 20th June, 1789 members of the Third Estate met at a Tennis 
Court and took the oath not to disperse until they framed a new 
constitution for France. This historic oath is known as the Tennis 
Court Oath. The king gave in and promised a degree of 
Representative Government 

 

Answers to Worksheet No.: 08 

Date: 18/06/2020 
 
 

1. The authoritarian rule in France was short lived and ended with 
the execution of Robespierre in 1794. Robespierre’s death 
marked the beginning of the Thermidorian Reaction, a moderate 
phase in which the French people revolted against the excesses 
of the Reign of Terror. 

2. On 9th November 1799, Napoleon orchestrated a coup and seized 
power in France. He abolished Directory and appointed himself 
France’s First Consul. The event marked the end of the French 
Revolution and the beginning of the Napoleonic Era.   

3. Napoleon was forced to abdicate and went into temporary exile 
after Battle of Leipzig. After two years he came back in power 
and was finally defeated by the British in the Battle of Waterloo 
in 1815 and was exiled to St. Helena. 

4. On 14th July, 1789 many members of the Third Estate attacked 
Bastille, the state prison for political prisoners. The prison was 
the symbol of the power and oppression of the Ancien Regime. 
The prisoners of Bastille were released and they joined the 
revolutionaries. The Storming of Bastille marked the victory of 
French people over the Monarchy. 

5. Robespierre, the leader of Jacobin Club unleashed the Reign of 
Terror from 1793 to 1794. It was a ten month ling period in 
which people suspected as being ‘enemies’ of the revolution 
were executed. The enemies included ex-nobles and clergy, 
members of other political parties, even members of his own 
party who did not agree with his methods. 



6. After the fall of Jacobin Government, the wealthy middle class 
seized power. They approved a new constitution, which provided 
for two elected Legislative Councils. Executive power would lie 
in the hands of  a five- member Directory. 
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